We introduce a model for the condensate of dipolar atoms or molecules, in which the dipoledipole interaction (DDI) is periodically modulated in space, due to a periodic change of the local orientation of the permanent dipoles, imposed by the corresponding structure of an external field (the necessary field can be created, in particular, by means of magnetic lattices, which are available to the experiment). The system represents a realization of a nonlocal nonlinear lattice, which has a potential to support various spatial modes. By means of numerical methods and variational approximation (VA), we construct bright one-dimensional solitons in this system, and study their stability. In most cases, the VA provides good accuracy, and correctly predicts the stability by means of the Vakhitov-Kolokolov (VK) criterion. It is found that the periodic modulation may destroy some solitons, which exist in the usual setting with unmodulated DDI, and can create stable solitons in other cases, not verified in the absence of modulations. Unstable solitons typically transform into persistent localized breathers. The solitons are often mobile, with inelastic collisions between them leading to oscillating localized modes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Studies of Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC) in optical lattices (OLs) is one of central topics in the current work on cold atoms [1, 2] . Two types of spatially-periodic modulation of parameters of BEC are possible under the action of OLs. First is a periodic (lattice) potential for atoms, which represents the linear OL. The spatial periodicity of another kind can be realized in BEC via a modulation of the atomic scattering length, i.e., the effective local nonlinearity of the condensate, which is known as the nonlinear OL (or a magnetic lattice [3] , if the scattering length is affected by the magnetic field). New types of solitons and solitary vortices are possible in nonlinear lattices [4] .
Both linear and nonlinear OLs can be realized in condensates with atoms interacting via long-range dipolar-dipolar interactions (DDI). Due to the anisotropic and nonlocal character of the DDI, many remarkable new phenomena have been predicted and observed in these ultracold gases, such as new quantum phases, anisotropic collapse and suppression of the collapse, and specific modes of collective excitations [5, 6] , as well as stabilization of modulated patterns trapped in the OL potential, which are unstable in the BEC with the contact interaction [7] . The DDI may also give rise to localized modes in the form of stable two-dimensional (2D) [8] and one-dimensional (1D) [9, 10] solitons and soliton complexes [11] . In fact, the presence of the linear OL potential strongly facilitates the creation and stabilization of solitons in dipolar condensates [9, [12] [13] [14] .
A new type of lattice structures can be created in dipolar condensates, by means of a spatially periodic modulation of the strength of the DDI. In fact, these are nonlocal nonlinear lattices, as the DDI represents long-range cubic interactions. Nonlocal nonlinear lattices of different types are possible too in optical media with the thermal nonlinearity [15] . In the dipolar BEC, one possibility for the creation of such a lattice is to use a condensate of atoms or molecules with permanent magnetic or electric dipolar moments, and apply a spatially nonuniform (misaligned) polarizing field, under the action of which the mutual orientation of the moments varies in space periodically. Another approach may make use of a condensate of polarizable atoms or molecules, in which the moments are induced by the external field [16] , whose strength varies periodically along the system. In either case, the necessary periodically nonuniform external magnetic fields can be induced by the currently available magnetic lattices [3] . If the condensate is formed by particles with permanent or induced electric moments, the corresponding electric field can be supplied by similarly designed ferroelectric lattices. The electrostriction effects on DDI induced by a far-offresonant standing laser field can also lead to a periodic structure in the dipolar BEC [17] .
Such systems are described by the Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation with a spatially varying nonlocal nonlinearity.
The objective of the present work is to investigate the existence and stability of effectively 1D [18, 19] solitons in the dipolar BEC under the action of nonlocal nonlinear lattices. Here we focus on the model which assumes permanent moments with a periodically varying orientation. The soliton modes will be studied by means of a variational approximation (VA), and with the help of direct numerical simulations of the respective GP equation. For direct simulations, we have employed a relaxation algorithm applied to the GP equation, as described in Ref. [20] .
The paper is organized as follows. The model is introduced in Section II. Analytical results (the VA, and some simplification of the full model) are reported in Section III.
Numerical results are summarized and compared to the variational predictions in Section IV, and the paper is concluded by Section V.
II. THE MODEL
Under the assumption that that the external field imposes an orientation of permanent magnetic moments periodically varying along the x−axis, the corresponding dipolar BEC obeys the following nonlocal GP equation [9, 19, 21] :
Here, a
s is the renormalized s-wave scattering length, which includes a contribution from the DDI:
where a s is the proper scattering length, which characterizes collisions between the particles, θ 0 is the average value of the dipole's orientation angle, and a d , defined by the dipole momentum d and the atomic mass m, plays the role of the effective DDI scattering length. In the above expressions, ω ⊥ is the transverse trapping frequency, which defines the respective trapping radius, l ⊥ = h/mω ⊥ . The reduction of the full GP equation to its 1D form (2) is valid provided that the peak density of the condensate, n 0 , is small enough to make the nonlinear term much weaker than the transverse confinement, and prevent excitation of transverse models by the DDIs, i.e.,
where ǫ 0 is the vacuum permittivity. In this case, the 3D wave function may be factorized as Φ( r, t) ≈ Ψ(x, t)R(ρ), with the transverse radial mode R(ρ) taken as the ground state of the confining harmonic-oscillator potential. After performing the integration over the transverse radius ρ in the GP equation, we arrive at the quasi-1D equation (1).
The exact DDI kernel R(x) appearing in Eq. (1) has a rather cumbersome form [19, 21] , but it may be approximated reasonably well by [9] R(x) = ǫ
where a cutoff parameter ǫ, which truncates the formal singularity, is on the order of the transverse radius of the cigar-shaped trap, l ⊥ . In the following, the variables are rescaled as
with the corresponding dimensionless cutoff parameter fixed to be ǫ = 1.
Further, the function f (x, ξ) in Eq.
(1) describes the modulation of the DDI due to the variation of the dipoles' orientation along the x−axis,
where we assume that the local angle of the orientation of the dipoles with respect to the x−axis is periodically modulated as follows:
The periodic variation of θ(x) can be induced by magnetic lattices (MLs), which have been constructed on the basis of ferromagnetic films with permanent periodic structures built into them, the condensate being loaded into the ML [3] . Accordingly, the ground state of the dipolar BEC is formed by an elongated trap with a strong magnetic field B, whose relevant value may be estimated as ≃200 G. The periodic modulation of the DDI is then induced by the ML with the amplitude of the respective component of the magnetic field B ∼ 40 − 50 G and a modulation period λ ∼ 0.5 µm, which is within the same order of the magnitude as a typical OL period. The regular ML can be constructed to include ∼ 1000 sites, which is quite sufficient to observe the localized modes described below [3] .
With regard to the rescaling (4), the combined kernel in Eq.
(1) is transformed as
is the DDI effective strength, and
Thus, the underlying GP equation is cast into the form of the following partial-integral differential equation, which combines the contact and dipole-dipole interactions:
The effective kernel (7) can be further simplified for specific settings. As an example, for the average orientation angles θ 0 = πn/2, with n = 0 or n = 1 (the mean orientations parallel or perpendicular to the axis, respectively), we have
Another point of interest is the one when the interaction reduces to zero for θ = θ 0 . This happens at
with the respective kernel being
Characteristic shapes of the kernel for four different configurations, defined by Eqs. (9) and (11) , are displayed in Fig. 1 . We choose here some specific configurations of interest. 
Thus, the effective (pseudo)potential of the nonlinear interactions in Eq. ( 8) is
Coefficients G, g, ǫ and k in Eq. (8) can be easily rescaled. In view of that, in the following we set G ≡ 1, ǫ ≡ 1, and also choose k = 2π, which fixes the respective period in Eq. (6) as 2π/k = 1. As a starting point, we set g ≡ 0 (no effective local interaction). Then, the remaining parameters are coefficients θ 0 and θ 1 of periodic modulation (6) , and the total norm of the solution,
The objective is to find a family of bright-soliton solutions in this model, and analyze their stability. In the system with the unmodulated DDI, which also included the linear OL potential, this problem was considered in Ref. [9] . A related model (the Tonks-Girardeau gas with the attractive DDI) was considered in Ref. [22] .
Bright solitons may exist if the interaction is self-attractive, i.e., the sign of the averaged value of the (pseudo)potential (12) (7) is (1 − 3 cos 2 θ 0 ), leading to attractive interactions for all values of θ 0 with cos 2 (θ 0 ) ≥ 1/3. Within the period of 0 < θ 0 < 2π, this condition holds for
Next, by switching on θ 1 , the interaction kernel is made undulating, and the existence of solitons turns out to be possible outside of these intervals, while in some areas inside the intervals the solitons do not exist, as we demonstrate below.
A. An approximate analytical approach A simplified version of the model can be introduced by using the well-known Fourier expansions which generate the Bessel functions,
By keeping the lowest-order harmonic in the expansions, we arrive at the following approximation for interaction kernel (7) with the modulation format (6):
In the particular cases of the dipoles oriented parallel (θ 0 = 0) and perpendicular (θ 0 = π/2)
to the x−axis, the expression (15) reduces, respectively, to
The existence condition can be found in an explicit form for broad solitons, whose width is much larger than that of the kernel (i.e., the GP equation becomes a quasi-local one). In this case, |ψ| 2 appearing in the integral of the nonlocal term of the GP equation may be replaced by a constant, hence the necessary condition for the existence of a bright soliton
For the analysis of this condition, we take into account that
where K 1 (kǫ) is the modified Bessel functions. Making use of the symmetry properties of Eqs. (6) and (7) and the periodicity, in the following we assume that θ 0 and θ 1 are positive.
To identify existence regions for broad solitons, we consider three illustrative cases:
1) For the dipoles oriented along the x axis, i.e., with θ 0 = 0, intervals of θ 1 for the existence of the bright soliton follow from Eqs. (16) and (18) in the form of
Taking, as said above, ǫ = 1 and k = 2π, we have 2|kǫ| K 1 (|kǫ|) = 0.0124, hence the first three existence intervals are 0 < θ 1 < 2.29, 2.52 < θ 1 < 5.40, 5.63 < θ 1 < 8.54.
In each interval, the maximum strength of the attractive DDI is attained, severally, at θ 1 = 0, 3.83, and 7.0. Virtually the same existence intervals are produced by numerical solutions (see Section IV below).
2) For dipoles oriented perpendicular to the x axis, condition ( 20) is replaced by
so that, for ǫ = 1 and k = 2π (8|kǫ| K 1 (|kǫ|) = 0.0496), the first three existence intervals for the broad solitons are
cf. Eq. (21), with the strongest DDI attraction attained at θ 1 = 2.38, 5.51 and 8.65, respectively.
3) In the case of Eq. (10), when the unmodulated DDI vanishes, the expansion converges slowly, so a numerical analysis of the full integral expression in the GP equation (8) is necessary. In this case, the solitons exist in much larger intervals of θ 1 than in the two previous cases. The first two intervals are 0.61 < θ 1 < 3.83, 4.16 < θ 1 < 7.01.
Further, the consideration of the three above cases reveals overlapping regions where more than one soliton may exist: 2.17 < θ 1 < 2.29; 2.52 < θ 1 < 2.62; 5.30 < θ 1 < 5.40;
Comparison of these predictions with results of the numerical solution of the GP equation is given in Section IV.
B. Variational approximation
In order to apply the VA, we look for stationary solutions to Eq. (8), with chemical potential µ, as ψ = exp(−iµt)φ(x), where φ(x) satisfies the equation
which can be derived from the Lagrangian,
where density L is given by
For a bright-soliton solution, we adopt the simplest Gaussian variational ansatz, with amplitude A and width a,
whose norm (13) is N = √ πA 2 a. The substitution of the ansatz into Lagrangian (27) with density (28) yields the corresponding averaged Lagrangian, which is expressed in terms of N, instead of the amplitude A:
where we define
[recall that V DD (x, x ′ ) is defined by Eqs. (7 ) and (6)]. Lastly, the Euler-Lagrange equations, dL/dN = dL/da = 0, are derived from the averaged Lagrangian (30):
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present results of the numerical solutions of the GP equation (8) for soliton modes, which are compared with predictions based on the variational equations (32).
A. Dipoles oriented, on average, along the x−axis (θ 0 = 0)
Numerically obtained solitary-mode density profiles for θ 1 = 3.8317, which corresponds to a strong attractive DDI in the case of θ 0 = 0, are displayed in Fig. 2 for two values of the OLs was developed in Ref. [24] ) suggests that almost all the localized modes are stable in the region of 0 < θ 1 < 3.6, except for a small region of parameter θ 1 . The unstable region, given by 2.3 < θ 1 < 2.5, can be extracted from the results presented in panels (a) and (b).
In panel (a), for θ 1 = 2.3, we observe a change of the slope indicating the loss of stability In the case of θ 0 = π/2, when the dipoles are oriented, on average, perpendicular to the x axis, stable solitons are found only in a small interval of parameter θ 1 . Indeed, by using the VK criterion, one can conclude that almost all values of θ 1 correspond to unstable states, except for θ 1 smaller than ≈ 1.5. Concerning the evolution of unstable solitons, there are generic situations in which the solitons are not exactly stable, but they do not decay either. This happens, for example, at θ 0 = π/2 and θ 1 = 2.4048, as shown in Fig. 7 , where the profiles are presented in frame (b) for two instants of time, with µ = −0.3. In frame (a) we show the peak of the density at the origin (x = 0). In this case, the unstable soliton is transformed into a persistent breather oscillating between two different configurations. While such breathers are characteristic modes of the present system with the spatially modulated DDI, they have not been observed in models of the dipolar BEC with the constant DDI.
Next, we proceed to the consideration of the GP equation (8) soliton. In the panel (b) of Fig. 10 , the effective potential, as given by Eq. (12), is plotted for the same parameters. It gives rise to an effective Peierls-Nabarro potential experienced by the moving soliton [11, 25] . For a broad soliton, whose width is large in comparison with the internal scale of the potential (this is the case in Fig. 10 ), the effective obstacle created by the potential is exponentially small, hence one may expect practically free motion of the soliton, which is confirmed by the simulations, even for an initial speed reduced to v s = 0.05.
At such a low speed too, the soliton propagates along the lattice without changing its shape.
Concluding the numerical analysis of the moving solitons, in Fig. 11 the collision of two solitons is displayed for the same set of parameters as given in Fig. 10 . Panels (a) and (b) display the evolution of the density profiles, before and after the collision, respectively.
As one observes in panel (b), the collision does not destroy the solitons, but rather induces It is obvious that the present system is far from any integrable limit, hence inelastic The mobility of the solitons and collisions between them have been studied too. Strongly inelastic collisions lead to the merger of the solitons into oscillatory localized modes, surrounded by conspicuous radiation fields.
The next objective, which will be considered elsewhere, is to study the model of the condensate composed of polarizable atoms or molecules, in which the magnitude of the external polarizing field, which induces the local electric or magnetic moments (in the absence of a 
